330 Re-Grip

Polyester/cotton knit
Natural latex coating

**DESCRIPTION**
- Coated palm, reinforced coating at thumb crotch
- Elasticated cuff
- Rough finish over entire surface
- Antibacterial and anti-odour treatment
- Anatomical shape
- Seamless knit

**BENEFITS**
- A flexible, soft glove that absorbs perspiration, for ultra comfortable extended wear and with good mechanical resistance.
- Protects the hand in damp environments or against aggressive detergents or alcohols
- Increased resistance in areas subject to most stress
- Surface provides tactile feel and better grip
- Greater hygiene
- Designed for easy movement and continuous wear
- No irritation by seams in contact with the skin
- Low-soil colour

**AVAILABLE SIZES**
- 7/S • 8/M • 9/L • 10/XL

**LENGTH**
- Dependent on size, in mm (flat)
  - 230-270

**PACKAGING**
- Pairs per pack/box
  - 10/120

**COLOUR OF SUPPORT/COATING**
- Grey/black

**RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE**
- May cause latex allergies
- Do not use in cases of chemical, electrical or thermal risk
- Highly traction resistant gloves, do not use if there is risk of being caught up in moving machines
- Store away from light and humidity
- Wash at 40°C max, using a neutral detergent
- Performance levels as per standard EN388 retained after 3 washes, subject to variations linked to actual usage conditions.